Abstract. This paper presents some new and some updated ata on the variation of the solar wind with solar cycle and r w distance from the Sun. The dynamic pressure of the sola ind is a minimum at solar maximum, the same time the e c standard deviation in pressure is a maximum, so th rossing of the termination shock is most likely at the next 
ntroduction
We are beginning to fill in our knowledge of the the t c spatial and temporal structure of the solar wind as spacecraf ontinue entering new regions of the heliosphere and e P extending data sets in time. We look at data from th ioneer Venus orbiter (0.7 AU, 1978 (0.7 AU, -1993 , IMP 8 (1 AU,   1 1973-present), Voyager 2 (1- 45 AU, 1977-present) , Pioneer 1 (1-36 AU, 1973 (1-36 AU, -1992 , and Pioneer 10 (1-61 AU, 1972-r w present). These extensive data sets allow us to describe sola ind changes with time and radial distance. e b Studies of the statistical properties of the solar wind hav een undertaken since sufficient spacecraft data were , 1 available, most from spacecraft near Earth orbit [e.g., Wolfe 972]. Particular interest has been paid to correlations . S between plasma parameters and to solar cycle variations olar cycle variations have been observed in the solar wind ; G speed and pressure [Neugebauer, 1975; Bridge, 1976 Bridge, osling et al., 1976 Grzedzielski and Lazarus, 1993] .
t Solar wind speed and density are anti-correlated, speed and emperature are correlated, and azimuthal (but not polar) ; B flows are correlated with speed [Hundhausen et al., 1970 urlaga and Ogilvie, 1970; Wolfe, 1972] . In this paper we e v look at other solar cycle variations, radial distanc ariations, and look at standard deviations as well as the S parameters themselves.
olar Cycle Variations
Although the variations of velocity and dynamic pressure , 1 with solar cycle were discussed recently [Richardson et al. 995, Gazis, 1995] , the importance of the pressure in determining the location of the termination shock and s o heliopause justifies its inclusion. We also discuss variation f the standard deviations of this quantity which are not described elsewhere. . This has important consequences for the motion of n the heliopause and termination shock. As described by umerous authors [see Belcher et al., 1993] , the location of t o the heliopause and termination shock vary as the square roo f the pressure, so a factor of two change in pressure gives b a 40% variation in the equilibrium position of these oundaries. The standard deviation is comparable to the e a pressure at this time, so much lower pressures than th verage occur often, bringing the boundaries in even closer. s The degree to which the boundaries move in response to olar wind pressure changes is not known, but they may be e h far from their equilibrium positions. The location of th eliopause and termination shock depend on the pressure in g t the interstellar medium, which is poorly known. Assumin he external pressure is relatively constant, boundary r w position changes are thus determined by changes in the sola ind dynamic pressure. These data suggest that if the 
Correlations
In this section we investigate the change in the a s relationship between plasma parameters over the course of olar cycle. Figures 3 and 4 show the correlations between , a radial velocity and density, radial velocity and temperature nd density and temperature for IMP 8 and PVO, a respectively. The data is again divided into 6-month bins nd the correlations calculated for the data in each bin. 
Radial Distance Effects
An early study of Pioneer 10 data by Collard et al. v [1982] shows that the standard deviation of the radial elocity falls off as a power law between 1 and 15 AU. AU the standard deviations of speed decrease by a factor of o 4, those of the density decrease by a factor of 2.3, and those f temperature decrease by a factor of 1.4. f t Fig. 7 . The density, temperature, and standard deviations o hese quantities measured by Voyager 2 from 1 to 45 AU. Also shown are the best fits of a power law to the data.
Summary
We have described changes in the solar wind which occur . T as a function of solar cycle and/or distance from the Sun he solar wind dynamic pressure is a minimum at the same r m time the standard deviation peaks, both occurring at sola aximum. Since Voyager 1 is approaching the predicted i distance of the termination shock, the next solar maximum s a preferred time for Voyager to cross this boundary. The s o degree of correlation between solar wind parameters varie ver the solar cycle with the best correlation at solar d minimum. The standard deviation of the radial velocity eclines out to 20 AU, then flattens out, so we expect to see e t substantial structure in the solar wind parameters until th ermination shock is encountered r C
